Abstract-IMT-Advanced systems are currently in their evaluation phase. Due to the complexity of all the integrated algorithms and the multidimensional variability of the wireless channels a system evaluation is not easy and only very few large enterprises have the manpower to construct software to simulate all relevant effects. Traditionally the effects of channel and physical layer algorithms have been studied with bit-level algorithms on a single link. So are most of the results for MIMO processing. System level studies -on the other hand -take cellular layouts, multiple cells and users, real traffic and OSI layers 2 and above into account. They are able to deliver spectral efficiency results. There is a huge gap between these approaches. In order for system level models to give results within reasonable time there must be an abstraction of lower layer details. In this paper a simplified MIMO performance model is presented which can calculate the resource capacity in O(M) and has one parameter which allows to adjust the MIMO capability of a link. The model is then applied to the numeric evaluation of LTE in IMT-Advanced scenarios.
I. INTRODUCTION
M IMO (multiple input multiple output) is a technology positioned in every cellular standard of the future because the high goals of IMT-Advanced [1] can only be achieved by using the extra spatial dimension. From experiences with IEEE802.11 home networks we all intuitively know that this is going to work well only in regions where the signal-to-(interference+noise) level SIN R is high enough. In reuse-1 scenarios the interferer locations (base stations, BS) are in highest packing density, so at the cell or sector edges there will be an expected SIN R of zero which requires different techniques to mitigate.
Using Fixed Relay Stations (FRS), also called Relay Nodes (RN), is one solution [2] - [4] . Another is a variety of interference coordination schemes, e.g. dynamic or fractional frequency reuse [5] . Some believe that cooperative transmission brings benefits [6] but due to the enormous overhead in inter-BS signaling and MAC-layer effort there can be doubts about it in practice [7] .
For the evaluation of these future technologies there is a huge effort required because of the many effects and algorithms which have to be considered. Only few corporate companies have the manpower for programming extensive simulation studies, while it becomes harder and harder for universities to contribute substantially [7] . When is comes to system level analysis, this typically requires studying scenarios with 57 cell sectors, 570 user terminals (UT) [8] and a lot of parameters that influence the performance. Simulation studies usually require a huge number of drops (experiment with random placement of UTs) to converge to the average results required. That is why the use of detailed channel models and bit-accurate problem formulations are prohibitive in large studies.
In this paper we propose a model for the SU-MIMO performance depending on SIN R and an antenna correlation parameter c only. This basic stochastic model calculates the metrics in O(M ) during (simulation|analysis) runtime, where M is the number of transmit antennas. Other more complex performance models require operations like FFT, matrix inversion etc and are not cheaper than O(M 3 ). The model is independent of the underlying random process, so there can be a correlation in time if required to capture these effects [9] .
Based on the MIMO-SIN R, MI and P ER calculations the system capacity can be calculated. For basic SISO scenarios this has been investigated in [10] while some IMTAdvanced scenarios [8] were focused in [11] .
The paper is organized as follows. The first section gives an overview of the performance models used. The system level (large scale) MIMO model is explained next. Then the properties and model parameter tables are presented. The model is then applied to an IMT-Advanced scenario case and performance results for SISO and MIMO are compared. A concluding summary reformulates the contributions in this paper.
II. SYSTEM LEVEL PERFORMANCE MODELS
In order to determine higher layer system level results with reasonable time and effort, there must be an abstraction from the physics to mathematical models suitable of capturing all relevant effects. One important aspect in recent years is the (simulation|analysis) efficiency as this decides whether meaningful results can be obtained using all implemented algorithms or not. Currently simulations require around 100 drops with T = 10s simulated time which are roughly 1000000 frame samples. Within each frame 57 BSs and 570 UTs are considered, and a total of C = 100 OFDMA subchannels per frame, i.e. 57000 resource options. Each scheduling decision may take O(C) to O(C 2 ). Only the MAC layer is responsible for resource and packet scheduling [12] .
For each resource usage opportunity the SIN R(UT u ) has to be determined (Downlink=DL: one server and 56 interferers). For MIMO there is one effective SIN R l (UT u ) per stream l and user u. Based upon this, an Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) unit determines the PhyMode (modulation&coding scheme) in this resource (different per stream l). See Fig. 1 for the mapping curves. The PhyModes are chosen according to Tab. I. The model is based on the steps SIN R → MI, MI → BER and BER → P ER to get the packet error probability [13] [14] . The ARQ performance determines P ER, which reduces the effective MI and so the average net bit capacity (bits/s/Hz) is obtained.
A pathloss model captures the power reduction as a function of the distance d(BS − UT ) (propagation). The IMTAdvanced evaluation standard models are considered useful. The detailed parameters depend on the scenario (Tab. V) and can be found in [8] . One important aspect of these pathloss models is that there is a probability function p LOS (d) to decide the likelihood of line-of-sight (LOS) or non-LOS (NLOS) at a position in d. Antenna downtilt is considered standard these days (Tab. V). The rest of the calculation goes as described here and a typical example scenario for P Rx and P If is shown in Fig. 8 .
• Transmit Power P T x : see Table V For a single antenna system it was sufficient to consider pathloss, antenna gain, fading, shadowing and interference only to obtain the SIN R at the receiver. For MIMO there are spatial layers and MIMO receivers output received signals for each of these layers separately. Each spatial layer l has its own SIN R l experience. The SIN R l are proportional to the SIN R SISO calculated for SISO, because pathloss considerations are the same, but due to physical effects each stream l is different and usually lower than the SIN R SISO (see Fig. 3 ). For SU-MIMO each spatial stream has its own PhyMode depending on SIN R l using the same mapping as in section II. Full channel quality information (CQI) must be assumed. By having M spatial streams altogether, the performance of MIMO transmission goes beyond SISO, even though typically all SIN R l are lower than SIN R SISO :
The postprocessing SIN R l is determined according to [15] , [16] , where the post-processing SIN R l on stream l is given by Eq. 3. The right term is called ΔSIN R, because in the dB domain is is just added to the SIN R SISO :
where H l,l stands for the (l, l) entry of the channel matrix H. Usually the spatial streams appear sorted from highest to lowest SIN R l . Typical distributions of SIN R l are shown in fig. 3 . Figure 2 explains the approach used here. There is just one parameter c that characterizes the degree of independence between the spatial streams. c has the meaning of a correlation factor c, since a higher antenna correlation leads to less MIMO performance gain. c is used to construct a covariance matrix R, where all but the diagonal elements are filled with c. An eigenvalue decomposition of R leads to the diagonal matrix D (and the corresponding eigenvectors in the columns of a matrix V ) according to Eq. 4.
From there we obtain a correlating filter W: Then the filter W is applied to the totally uncorrelated ("white" Gaussian) channel matrix H w to obtain the correlated channel matrix in Eq. 6 needed for Eq. 3. For validation purposes, according to Fig. 4 the correlation of the outcome was also measured and the comparison of input and output showed a very good match. In Fig. 4 the net MIMO gain has been obtained by dividing MI sum of Eq. 2 by the MI SISO . It can be seen from Eq. 3 to 6 that this is a computationally intensive calculation. It appears as prohibitive for efficient system-level studies. The solution to more efficiency is the observation that this random experiment always produces results for ΔSIN R l according to the same random distribution (Fig. 3) . The probability density function (PDF) of these ΔSIN R l is well described with an Extreme Value Distribution. Eq. 7 describes it completely. Figure 3 shows the fitting result.
So the random values ΔSIN R l in Fig. 3 can also be obtained by drawing M individual random numbers according to this distribution (Eq. 7), but with different parameters for each l. The parameters μ(l) and σ(l) must now be determined as a function of M , the stream index l and the correlation factor c. But they don't depend on anything else, so they can be calculated a-priori and later be used as a lookup table. The next section provides the numeric results.
IV. BASIC MIMO STOCHASTIC PROCESS
The random process of generating H w was repeatedly applied and according to Eq. 3 to 6 the SIN R l were obtained for 10000 samples. A distribution fit to Eq. 7 was calculated per l given the histogram of all SIN R l . The result can be seen in Fig. 3 . Table II provides 
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this example we assume single-user MIMO with M = N = 4 Tx and Rx antennas and also provide SISO results for comparison. See [11] for more details on this model. Figure 9 shows results over the cell area for the IMTAdvanced scenarios defined in table V and [8] sectors with the same layout is properly taken into account with a frequency reuse of one (most dense package). The DL SINR results plotted over the cell area show the SIN R of the best station (BS,RN), not the maximum SIN R. Relays are assumed on half the distance to the cell border. The rate/throughput results contain the maximum achievable rate at a certain position within the cell, taking also the required first hop resources into account.
In Table VII the spectral efficiency results are given. 3S, 6S means 3 or 6 sectors, respectively. MIMO − c means MIMO with cochannel correlation c. The number of relays is indicated by 0RN, 3RN, 6RN .
From Table VII can be seen that Relays and MIMO both give a performance benefit. Even if the cochannel correlation is c = 80%. From Table II we can conclude that MIMO operates only well in areas of high SIN R. For relays we know that they are best located in areas of otherwise low SIN R. So we suggest a combination of both as they are not mutually exclusive. In a real system there must be a scheduler which selects MIMO where the SIN R and channel correlation are suitable and otherwise switches back to SISO with receive diversity combining. Table II can also be used to determine these switching points.
For a system simulator [17] the actual channel condition must be generated frame-by-frame, signaled back from UT to BS and used as CSI for the scheduler. If the signaling round-trip-time is modeled precisely, then the channel must have a correlation in time, otherwise the scheduling decision is based on outdated information.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a simple MIMO performance model suitable for system-level analysis or simulation tasks. These performance studies (e.g. for the IMT-Advanced systems) are very time-consuming and urgently need more simplified abstractions of the OSI layers below the area of interest. For the study of MAC layer algorithms (e.g. schedulers) there is no need for a sophisticated multi-dimensional channel model and this would only slow down the evaluation process. The method proposed here requires very little computation and is still open for extension to more elaborate statistics, e.g. correlation in frequency and/or time.
An application example featuring an IMT-Advanced scenario provides reasonable results and gives quantitative numbers for the spectral efficiency of relevant cases.
Future work will be the extension to asymmetric antenna configurations and a MIMO scenario model with distance dependent correlation properties c(d). 
